Nuclear RNA of high molecular weight, approximately 15 to 30 X 103 nucleotides long, isolated from rat ascites cells, has been shown previously to contain both middle repetitive and single-copy sequences. However, it was not known whether these sequences were located on separate molecules or whether they were interspersed within the same molecule. The present communication distinguishes between these possibilities and shows that a large proportion of nuclear RNA of high molecular weight consists of interspersed middle repetitive and single-copy sequences. l
The occurrence of highly repetitive, middle repetitive, and single-copy sequences in the nuclear DNA of higher organisms is firmly established (1) . Several studies have shown further that the majority of middle repetitive and single-copy DNA sequences are intimately interspersed (2) (3) (4) (5) and that at least a portion of both these classes are transcribed into RNA (6) . The question can be raised of whether nuclear RNA molecules of high-molecular-weight are transcribed from DNA organized with interspersed middle repetitive and single-copy sequences or from a minor fraction of the DNA with little or no interspersion. It is shown below that the majority of highmolecular-weight nuclear RNA (HnRNA) molecules, isolated from rat ascites, contain middle repetitive sequences interspersed with single-copy sequences.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of DNA.-Nuclear DNA was isolated from rat ascites as described (7) . DNA was sheared to a number average length of 350 or 1500 bases (single-strand length judged by electron microscopy) by three passages through a Ribi-Sorvall cell fractionator at 50,000 or 10,000 lbs./inch , respectively. After shearing, DNA was re-extracted with phenol-chloroform (7) .
Preparation of RNA. HnRNA (15 to 30 X 108 nucleotides) and 28S and 18S rRNA were prepared from rat ascites as described (7) . For the preparation of HnRNA labeled in vivo, tumor-bearing rats were each-given a 30-min intraperitoneal Abbreviations (11) , and it should be noted that only 70-90% hybridization can be achieved with model systems (10, 19) .
In contrast, when the extent of hybridization of unsheared, rate molecules, then the fraction of RNA recorded as containing at least one repetitive sequence, after hybridization to excess DNA at a middle repetitive DNA Cot and without ribonuclease treatment, should be the same without shearing of the RNA ( Fig. 2A,a) as it is with shearing ( Fig. 2A,b) . On the other hand, if they are interspersed on the same molecule then a moderate amount of shearing (Fig. 2B,b) should yield the same value of hybridization as no shearing (Fig. 2B,a) , but further shearing to fragment sizes less than the distance between repetitive sequences should produce a concomitant reduction in the amount of RNA recorded as hybrid (Fig.  2B,c) .
To distinguish between these two models the following experiment was carried out. Unsheared (Fig. 3a) and sheared (Fig. 3b) Fig. 4a . Fig. 4b is an enlargement of part of Fig. 4a and includes the equivalent hybridization of sheared and unsheared, uniformly labeled, 28S rRNA to excess DNA. Clearly there is general interspersion of middle repetitive and single-copy sequences in at least the majority of HnRNA molecules, consistent with the model shown in Fig. 2B [3H]HnRNA prepared as follows: fractions 12-18 of several gradients such as the one shown in (a) were pooled, divided into two equal parts, and precipitated overnight at -18°with 2 volumes of 95% ethanol + 0.1 volume of 25% sodium acetate, pH 6.0. Precipitated RNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 30,000 rpm for 30 min at 15°in a Spinco 50.1 rotor. RNA from the two parts was separately resuspended in 3 ml of degassed 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) and sonicated as described (7). One part was sonicated for 5 sec and the other part for 2 min. After sonication, RNA was extracted with phenol-chloroform (7) and precipitated and suspended as above. The two parts were then combined and run on a dimethyl gradient (7) as shown here. (--@*) BHK rRNA. Sedimentation (from right to left) was for 10 hr. 3H and 14C cpm have been multiplied by 10-4 and 10-2, respectively. quences (Fig. la) . Technical problems make it difficult to determine if a further reduction in size would produce a concomitant decrease in hybridization.
When sheared or unsheared 28S rRNA is reacted with excess DNA to Cot 80, about 50-70% of the RNA hybridizes virtually independent of size (Fig. 4b) . This value is that predicted from inspection of Fig. lb . We are not-certain whether the slight reduction in hybridization of 28S rRNA below about 1000 nucleotides is evidence that extensive shearing by sonication, per se, affects the ability of RNA to hybridize or whether the result is due to random scattering of the points. However, even if real, it is clear that shearing artifacts alone could not account for the sharp decrease in hybridization of HnRNA of lengths below 1000 nucleotides.
We have arbitrarily drawn a set of least-squares fitted curves through the HnRNA hybridization data in Fig. 4 based on the sollowing assumptions. It is unlikely that the data reflect the hybridization of the RNA molecules with various specific activities resulting from differential labeling in vivo because we have previously shown that the distributions of radioactivity and mass of pulselabeled HnRNA, determined under denaturing conditions, are virtually superimposable (11) . Hence, it is concluded that a considerable proportion of HnRNA is organized with interspersed middle repetitive and single-copy sequences, but that the exact numerical analysis of the organization requires further work.
DISCUSSION
The middle repetitive sequences of rat DNA are, on average, about 100-300 base pairs long and are interspersed on a fine scale with single-copy sequences of average length 1000-2000 base pairs, although some single-copy sequences are up to 16,000 base pairs in length. Interspersed sequences account for about 80% of the rat genome. The remaining 20% includes highly repetitive sequences, such as satellites, and DNA containing single-copy or middle repetitive sequences that are not finely interspersed (5) .
We have previously shown that rat ascites, rapidly labeled Sheared and unisheared HnRNA were prepared from dimethylsulfoxide gradients as described in the legend to Fig. 3 . Sheared and unsheared 28S rRNA were prepared in a similar fashion.
Curves have been fitted to the. data as described in the text.
Molecular weights were estimated with reference to BHK rRNA (Fig. 3) , assuming that sedimentation was a function of the logarithm of the molecular weight (11 The biological significance of the interspersion of sequences in primary RNA transcripts is unknown. Several possibilities might be considered, none of which is mutually exclusive.
(1) Interspersed middle repetitive sequences might be required for the proper post-transcriptional processing and packaging of the RNA; for example, by conferring on the RNA the ability to assume particular secondary structures and/or providing appropriate recognition elements for specific nucleases. (2) They might represent the transcriptional product of repetitive DNA sequences involved in transcriptional regulation (13) . (3) They might reflect the transcription of sequences involved in DNA replication or recombination. (4) They might be involved in translational control. (5) They might consist of similar but not identical sequences, and should be considered as parts of single-copy sequences that have regions of sufficient homology to form stable duplexes even under relatively stringent conditions of reassociation. (6) Some single-copy sequences might be spacers between repetitive genes, such as those coding for histone mRNA.
Most polysomal mRNAs, with known coding functions, consist predominantly of single-copy sequences (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . It is also known that the majority of the nucleotides of nuclear RNA never reach the cytoplasm. Hence, the question arises of whether an HnRNA molecule contains just one structural gene sequence with the bulk of the molecule having some other function or whether a fraction of HnRNA molecules consists of polycistronic structural genes with interspersed middle repetitive sequences while the remaining molecules have some other function. The possibility that none, or a very few, of the HnRNA molecules contains structural genes should also be considered; in this instance the majority of polysomal mRNAs could be generated from nuclear RNA molecules of lower molecular weight. While the present work cannot distinguish between these possibilities it does point to a high degree of order in the sequence organization of large primary RNA transcripts, suggesting that the sequence organization has an important biological function(s).
